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Abstract. Innovative capacity is highly dependent upon knowledge and
the possession of unique competences can be an important source of en-
during strategic advantage. Hence, being able to identify, locate, mea-
sure, and assess competence occupants can be a decisive competitive
edge. In this work, we introduce a framework that assists with perform-
ing such tasks. To achieve this, NLP-, rule-based, and machine learning
techniques are employed to process raw data such as academic publica-
tions or patents. The framework gains normalized person and organiza-
tion profiles and compiles identified entities (such as persons, organiza-
tions, or locations) into dedicated objects disambiguating and unifying
where needed. The objects are then mapped with conceptual systems and
stored along with identified semantic relations in a Knowledge Graph,
which is constituted by RDF triples. An OWL reasoner allows for answer-
ing complex business queries, and in particular, to analyze and evaluate
competences on multiple aggregation levels (i.e., single vs. collective) and
dimensions (e.g., region, technological field of interest, time). In order to
prove the general applicability of the framework and to illustrate how to
solve concrete business cases from the automotive domain, it is evaluated
with different datasets.

1 Introduction

Continuous change is undeniably one of the main characteristics of our modern
world. New technologies, techniques, business models, and processes are devel-
oped and evolve rapidly over time, primarily driven by the requirement to diver-
sify from others and to cope with the pace of change. Individual and collective
creativity, paired with existing knowledge and know-how, can be constituted as
the backbone of this development and result in new knowledge or, consequently,
in inventions. Effective R&D management, and, in particular, innovative capac-
ity, is highly dependent upon knowledge and, above all, human individuals, and
therefore inevitable linked with general business strategies [11]. Consequently,
it is of increasing importance to be capable of analyzing knowledge occupants
and specialists, who are driving the change. In principle, innovation is driven by
mutual complementarities between individuals and organizations, i.e., the actual
know-how carriers and problem-solving capacity. The interaction of knowledge
occupants such as researchers, engineers, or organizations, as well as their created
artifacts in consideration of time and location can be constituted as an innova-
tion ecosystem. Thus, being able to capture, measure, locate, and assess such
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causal and contextual, local and global (competence) correlations, and making
them explicit, can be a significant advantage from a strategic viewpoint (e.g.,
innovative impact, knowledge flows, knowledge gap identification, competitive
assessments) and constitutes a competitive advantage when being capable of
adapting rapidly to environmental transformation processes.
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Fig. 1: Knowledge Graph Construction

In order to keep up with the process of continuous change, this paper intro-
duces a novel methodology using several NLP, machine learning, and AI tech-
niques combined with OWL reasoning. The aim is to gain multilevel competence
information from publications on individual level (persons) and on multiple col-
lective levels (e.g., department, institute, firm, university, industry, sector) as
well as to capture their structural (e.g., institute belongs to university), tem-
poral, and spatial (e.g., state, region, country, continent) arrangement in order
to enable the analysis of an overall knowledge ecosystem (e.g., investigation of
interactions and collaboration). The proposed framework allows for mutual ex-
ploitation of knowledge and know-how complementarities as well as knowledge
flows and interactions between individuals and among organizations, or, their
analysis with regard to regional (e.g., a firm’s branches) or geopolitical (e.g., a
nation’s) aspects with the fundament of a graph-based representation.
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Fig. 2: Fundamental Processing Components

Specifically, knowledge occupants are identified, extracted, normalized, dis-
ambiguated, unified (if required), and brought into context with the help of the
created Knowledge Graph (KG), which constitutes a (semantic) RDF graph and
allows to store structure-lending entities as well as complex (semantic) analy-
ses with regard to various dimensions. For example, temporal, spectral, spatial,
topical features in the KG design allow to capture and react to weak signals
(e.g., competence transitions) and to track evolutionary (knowledge) pathways
as well as to generate innovation stimuli or support decision-making on future
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directions. To achieve this, a Semantic Pipeline (SP) [14], which processes raw
data and stores the gathered information in the Knowledge Graph, is applied,
primarily comprising the following tasks:

1. Parse raw data (e.g., patents, academic publications) into uniform objects
2. Identify and extract real-life entities which can occupy knowledge (candi-

dates) and determine their type
3. Normalize the surface forms of names and store them together with extracted

metadata in standardized properties
4. Disambiguate and, if referring to the same entity, unify competence occupant

mentions
5. Semantically link (identified) competence occupant entities with each other,

with related (business) artifacts (e.g., patents) as well as aligning them with,
for example, topical, organizational, or spatial entities, and, on this basis,
with entities which define a competence (an ontology)

6. Semantic analysis of knowledge interdependencies on multiple levels and in
consideration of various dimensions (e.g., identification of competence clus-
ters, knowledge flows, or competence paths by deducing implicit information
by means of the semantic relations created in the previous step)

In particular, the presented framework allows for extracting and determining
different types of entities from unstructured, semi-structured and structured
textual content and transforming them into respective (structured) entities, and
interlink them semantically by means of the KG. Further, the framwork can dis-
tinguish between different types of competence possessing entities, which enables
the detection of competence ownership and analysis of competence clusters on
several aggregation levels based on technological fields of interest. By enrich-
ing traditional (text) processing with components from the field of Semantic
Web and Machine Learning, (knowledge) interdependencies and inferences of
(implicit) information on multiple (competence) levels are enabled.

The benefits of the presented framework and its underlying semantic rep-
resentation are illustrated with scientific publications as well as with patents.
Patents are employed since they represent, besides academic publications, a
large proportion of technological and procedural knowledge and occupy interest-
ing (implicit) relational knowledge. Rapidly increasing filed numbers of patents
as well as diverse patent application strategies and complex ambiguous writ-
ing styles make patent analyses a difficult and time-consuming task (see e.g.,
[13, 14, 15]). In contrast, a significant amount of intellectual capital is reflected in
patents which make their analysis a worthwhile exercise. Patents are applied for
by physical (individual) or legal (organizational) entities, i.e., the actual carriers
of knowledge (e.g., skills, qualifications, experiences) and creative potential. The
sheer amount of filed patents and the increasingly growing number of patent
applications consequently result in high technological impact. Hence, patents
are indicators of research and development efforts and the analysis of patenting
activity constitutes one way of measuring intellectual capital (e.g., technologi-
cal competence owned by an organization) [2]. Therefore, patents are a valuable
(large scale) source of scientific and technological information for R&D processes
as well as for strategic decision making (see e.g., [4]).

It has be shown that patents can be analyzed across various dimensions, e.g.,
with regard to technological progress, technology planning, technological fore-
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casting, R&D portfolio management, or infringement analyses (see e.g., [5, 13, 3])
and that they can be aligned with technological fields of interest [14]. However,
what has been neglected so far is to extend their exploitation with regard to new
methodologies, processes, technologies, or materials, to the experts as well as the
think tanks who possess this know-how (i.e., the physical and legal entities) in
order to create value for multiple application scenarios, which include knowledge
identification, knowledge acquisition, knowledge localization as well as the man-
agement and early development of resources with regard to market changes (e.g.,
human resource development, knowledge transfer, recruiting, headhunting, R&D
management, competitor foresight, supplier identification).

The contributions of this paper are as follows. A framework is introduced,
which combines various interdisciplinary research areas from several fields of
computer science and an algorithmic model to accurately derive competence
information in order to identify competence occupants and their interdependen-
cies as well as allowing their analysis along multiple (aggregated) dimensions.
For this reason the identified individual and collective competence occupant en-
tities are integrated into the KG along with other types of entities (e.g., with the
patents they applied for, patent classification systems as well as spatial, geopolit-
ical, or topical entities) which, overall, formally represent a complex innovation
ecosystem. On this basis, a reasoner is employed to exploit competences and their
(semantic) interrelations and knowledge pathways being capable of deducing im-
plicit information which provides more insights in depth and breadth. Various
analysis techniques, such as text mining, network analysis, citation analysis or
index analysis are combined to discover meaningful implications. The results can
be reused in combination with gathered temporal information. Besides increased
general transparency of non-obvious valuable information, various use cases are
enabled, and therefore, the proposed framework can serve multiple stakeholders
and application scenarios.

The presented framework overcomes the limitations of existing approaches
with regard to the following key aspects: improved normalization, unification,
and integration algorithms which identify, organize, and interlink competence
occupants based on structured, semi-structured, or unstructured data compris-
ing syntactic, lexical, semantic, relational, and machine learning techniques as
well as aligning the identified competence occupants with conceptual systems
and adding reasoning capability to the underlying (processed) data, i.e., the
KG. The KG embodies a complex ecosystem, which is capable of representing
competence occupants and their peripheral (i.e., established, structural, or in-
teracting) entities (e.g., scientific publications, technological fields of interest,
employers) in a semantic manner as well as evolutionary knowledge pathways
and clusters (i.e., knowledge creation and diffusion over time). Therefore, this
work extends the focus from analyzing information from the actual raw artifacts
to the layer of processing, deducing, and analyzing derivative information, which
is not directly observable, i.e., obtaining derivative information from artifacts of
other purpose. For example, the purpose of patents is not primarily analyzing
knowledge occupants and knowledge flows.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the central compo-
nents of the presented framework. Section 3 demonstrates the applicability of
the approach and presents the findings along with real-world business cases from
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the automotive domain. Finally, Section 4 discusses related work and Section 5
concludes with a summary and an outlook.

2 Competence Analysis

Identifying competence occupants and their mapping to actual competences
and skills is a nontrivial task. In order to achieve high accuracy, multiple (pre-
)processing steps need to be accurately performed. These processing steps in-
clude the determination of their (entity) type and structural level (e.g., individ-
ual vs. collective) as well as the normalization of occurring surface forms and
their disambiguation. Then, the gathered competence occupants are semantically
mapped with other entities (e.g., topical, spatial) to gain valuable insights from
the Knowledge Graph. This section outlines inherent challenges of revealing com-
petences, demonstrates the crucial processing steps to identify them accurately,
and illustrates the capitalization of the gathered semantic graph for strategic
purposes.

2.1 Entity Type Recognition and Disambiguation

In real-world, many types of entities exist. Examples include persons, organiza-
tions, locations, technologies, or materials. All of them can be helpful for know-
ledge analyses and are usually referenced within publications, such as patents,
without being explicitly labeled with their (entity) type. In order to identify
such named entities and to map them to their corresponding type for further
processing (e.g., determination of competence level or interdependencies), they
have to be identified and labeled correctly. Depending on the data source, entities
must be parsed from structured or semi-structured sections of the respective ar-
tifacts, or extracted from unstructured content (with help of NLP components,
i.e., Named Entity Recognition (NER)). In the context of patents, important
information regarding competences is available in semi-structured formats and
therefore can be parsed with reasonable effort. However, entities do not occur
separated by their type. In case of scientific publications, algorithms exist to
extract authors and their affiliations, but nowadays such information is usually
available in structured or semi-structured formats as well. Having raw names
of potential competence occupants available, their type is determined by using
specific patterns and indicators which are employed and extracted during the
normalization process illustrated in the next section.

2.2 Entity Name Normalization

Entity Name Normalization (ENN), also known as Name Standardization, refers
to the standardization of name variants which can occur due to, for example, mis-
spellings, abbreviations, or different naming conventions. Therefore, the process
of name normalization attempts to transform surface forms, i.e., name variants,
into a common format.

Competence occupants and their respective names, which are mentioned in
artifacts such as scientific publications, frequently occur with several surface
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forms, might be incomplete, not formatted according to a common standard,
extended with additional information not belonging to the actual name (e.g.,
titles, addresses, states), or acronyms are used. Hence, name normalization is a
nontrivial task [1, 8, 9]. Table 1 illustrates some typical ENN challenges.

Challenge NameType Group Example #1 Example #2

Orthography Individual Syntactic Doe, John JOHN DOE
Orthography Organization Syntactic Wal-Mart Wal*mart
Diacritical Marks Individual Syntactic Ulf Lindström Ulf Lindstroem (Ulf Lindstrom)
Diacritical Marks Organization Syntactic Telefónica S.A. Telefonica
Compound Names Individual Syntactic Jean-Claude van Damme van Damme, Jean-Claude
Transliteration Individual Writing Systems Крассимир Krassimir
Transliteration Organization Writing Systems 上海大学 Shànghâi Dàxué (Shanghai University)
Prefixes Individual Semantic Mr. John Doe Dr. John Doe
Prefixes Organization Semantic Walt Disney The Walt Disney Company
Suffixes Individual Semantic John Doe Jr. John Doe, MSc
Suffixes Organization Semantic Exxon Mobil Corp. Exxon Mobil Corporation
Acronyms Individual Semantic John D. Doe John Daniel Doe
Acronyms Organization Semantic Univ. Beijing Technology Beijing Tech Univ
(Other) Metadata Individual Semantic John Doe, NY John Doe, USA
(Other) Metadata Organization Semantic Daimler AG, Stuttgart DAIMLER 70567 STUTTGART DE

Table 1: Selected prevalent Entity Name Normalization challenges

The proposed normalization component covers such challenges by means of
rule-based, syntactical, orthographical, semantical, statistical, lexical, and rela-
tional aspects. It attempts to reduce a raw name to its core components, i.e.,
removing all information not belonging to the actual name itself while extracting
as much metadata and pieces of evidence as possible for further processing (e.g.,
academic or honorific prefixes for individuals or legal forms for organizations).
Note that this process is entity type dependent and respective entities with their
dedicated properties are created. For example, in case of an individual name the
normalizer separates first name, middle names (if any), and last name into dedi-
cated fields and is capable of taking several combinations, orders, or punctuation
(e.g., Doe, John D.) into account.

Additionally, names are normalized with regard to three normalization stages:
the raw normalized name (core), a human display name (e.g., uniform casing,
acronyms expanded) and one form for machine processing (e.g., punctuation,
diacritical marks, special characters, stop words removed). Moreover, the struc-
tural (aggregation) level, in particular with regard to competences, is determined
as well (i.e., single competence vs. collective competence, e.g., institute vs. uni-
versity) and respective associations are created. Note that additional informa-
tion and (extracted) metadata (e.g., NY=New York, Jr.=Junior) is, if possible,
normalized and filed in the same name object during this processing step as
well. Table 2 illustrates a successful normalization process for two individual
and three organization names. Note that the overall entity type detection and
normalization process is implemented with a feedforward and feedback loop to
update potential incorrect assignments. For example, individuals are usually not
mentioned together with legal forms, however person names can be the same as
or part of a company name.
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Raw Name Normalized Name Object (Extract)

Dr. John Francis D. Smith Jr. [FirstName=John,middleNames[Francis,D],FamilyName=Smith,prefixes[Doctor],suffixes[Junior]]
Smith, Dr. John F. D. [FirstName=John,middleNames[F,D],FamilyName=Smith,prefixes[Doctor],suffixes[]]
North Texas University [Name=North Texas University,type=Academic]
University of North Texas [Name=North Texas University,type=Academic]
Nike, Inc. [Name=Nike,type=Business,legalForm=Incorporated]

Table 2: Exemplary initial rudimentary entity name normalization steps

2.3 Entity Unification

Entity Unification (EU), also known as Entity Linking, Entity De-Duplication,
Reference Normalization, Instance Unification, Record Linkage, Coreference Res-
olution, or Entity Resolution, refers to the process of determining whether two
entities (i.e., name mentions) refer to the same object (e.g., a person) in real-
world, and, if referring to the same entity, mapping them to a canonical unam-
biguous referent (see e.g., [1, 10]).

This processing step, which is building up on the ENN component, is es-
sential, because competence occupants occur in various forms and the process
of disambiguation and mapping therefore can have strong effect on the accu-
racy of single and collective competence assignments [7, 9], and, in particular,
on higher level deductions. In consequence, the (normalized) surface form of po-

Challenge NameType Group Example #1 Example #2

Spelling Mistakes/OCR Errors Individual Semantic I.F. Kennedy John Fitzgerald Kemedy
Spelling Mistakes/OCR Errors Organization Semantic Tesla Inc. Telsa Inc.
Similar Names Individual Semantic Jonathan Meier Jonathan Meyer
Similar Names Organization Semantic TLG Immobilien TAG Immobilien
Acronyms Individual Semantic J.F. Kennedy John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Acronyms Organization Semantic IBM International Business Machines Corporation
Translations Individual Multilinguality Franz Francis
Translations Organization Multilinguality Universidad de Chile University of Chile
Marriage/Name Changes Individual Temporal Hillary Diane Rodham Hillary Diane Rodham Clinton
Mergers/Splits/Acquisitions Organization Temporal Mannesmann Vodafone Group
One Name - Multiple Entities Individual Semantic/Temporal John Doe (Dover) John Doe (New York)
One Name - Multiple Entities Organization Semantic/Temporal Merck & Co., Inc. Merck KGaA
Multiple Names - Same Entity Individual Semantic/Temporal President Trump Donald Trump
Multiple Names - Same Entity Organization Semantic/Temporal Daimler AG Daimler-Benz AG
Ambiguities/Missing Information Both Semantic Trump Trump
Structural (level) Organization Semantic Institute of Artificial Intelligence, Ulm University Ulm University

Table 3: Selected prevalent Entity Unification challenges

tential competence occupants, such as individual or organization names, need
to be disambiguated and, in case of ambiguity, unified in preparation for fur-
ther processing steps and, eventually, the population of the Knowledge Graph
to accomplish the competence analysis task. Table 3 illustrates some typical EU
challenges.

Entity unification is achieved using a fuzzy matching approach which com-
bines several techniques and matching rules. For example, phonetic (distance-
based), feature-based, and probabilistic similarity measures are employed. Fur-
thermore, meta information as well as graph-based (i.e., implicit and explicit
references) and statistical indicators, which can be derived from the source ar-
tifacts, are incorporated. In particular, the algorithms combine exact, partial
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and approximate matching (experiments were conducted with several similarity
measures such as Cosine Similarity, Jaro-Winkler, Levenstein) on all normaliza-
tion stages (RawProcessed, Display, Machine). Further, peripheral features, i.e.,
explicitly and implicitly (derived) references, are examined. Examples include
topical and spatial associations, citations, references to (patent) classification
systems, or the analysis of coreferences (e.g., co-authorship among authors in
case of scientific publications or among inventors and assignees in case of patents
as well as individual-organization associations). One important factor, which is
often neglected, is time. Names can change due to marriage, mergers, splits,
and acquisitions. If such information is available, it is reused for the unification
process as well. Note that, in case of unification, all references are updated and
every known surface form (variants, including the raw name and all normalized
forms) is stored with the unified object (entity) and reused for further normali-
zation and unification tasks. The best normalized name (in format and without
metadata) is selected as reference name.

2.4 Multidimensional Competence Assessment

The main challenges of effective competence assessment are to accurately de-
termine the possession and location of individual and collective competences as
well as the capability to track their temporal evolution.

In order to cope with these challenges, the presented framework allows to
identify, structure, (semantically) interlink, and therefore measure and analyze
competence occupants with regard to multiple dimensions and in consideration of
temporal aspects. The idea behind the approach is that all types of entities have
causal relationships with each other (cf. Figure 3), i.e., competences are mutually
dependent or influenced from other entities and several inverse deductions can
be made.

CompetenceIndividual

Techno-

logy/

Material

Location

Corporate 

Strategy / 

Topic

Process/

Best 

Practice

Organi-

zation

Fig. 3: Exemplary Causal Competence Relationships in a Business Context

In particular, the framework semantically links the gathered normalized and
unified competence occupants with their established artifacts (i.e., their publi-
cations) as well as with other entities such as other business-related artifacts
(e.g., technology fact sheets) and conceptual systems such as technological fields
of interest, locations, or patent classification systems (see [14] for more informa-
tion). On this basis, the competence occupants are aligned with entities which
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(formally) describe their actual competence(s) analogously. The semantic re-
lations include, among other properties, the (relation) type (e.g., ’hasTopic’,
’hasInventor’, ’hasAssignee’, ’belongsTo[Company]’, ’isLocated’) and respective
temporal information (e.g., point in time of person-company association). Note
that skills and competences, which are hierarchically organized and interlinked
with each other, are further integrated with other knowledge-related entities
(e.g., entities representing topical information) using semantic relations. Hence,
they bridge the gap between the competence occupants and the entities which
describe the actual skills and competences. Thus, ’hasCompetence’ relations,
competence clusters, and knowledge pathways in the KG can be inferred (e.g.,
by applying transitivity rules) on multiple levels using a reasoner, thus, enabling
competence assessments. As example, consider multiple employees having asso-
ciations with a competence such as Artificial Intelligence. If such a pattern is
detected, the respective competence can be attributed to the overall company or
academic institution of the competence holder. Hence, by analyzing the overall
KG, such competences can be deduced and become explicit on higher level asso-
ciations. The same applies for the localization of competences, temporal analyses
(e.g., competence development paths) and dedicated technological disciplines.

One important factor of the Knowledge Graph design is the concept of sub-
sumption. In previous processing steps the aggregation level of competences is
implicitly derived and transformed to respective (causal) relations, i.e., single
competences are associated with collective competences (competence clusters).
As example, consider research groups, institutes, R&D teams, laboratories, med-
ical centers, think thanks, or organizational units, which can be further aggre-
gated, e.g., with regard to research projects, firm or university level, or depend-
ing on several dimensions, with respect to an industry’s, a region’s, a nation’s,
topical, or higher competence levels (e.g., Artificial Intelligence → Computer
Science).

In contrast to related work, dedicated entities from processed information
are created and interlinked with other explicitly or implicitly gathered enti-
ties. This conceptual and representational difference allows the framework to
assess competences on multiple levels, to drill up and down, and to answer com-
plex (business-related) questions based on other related entities, which are also
associatively and hierarchically organized. Moreover, individual and collective
(competence) interactions can be captured by utilizing temporal features.

Specifically, with the gathered Knowledge Graph, the framework is further
capable of identifying competences which can assist to solve a given problem,
detecting potential knowledge gaps, tracking changing competence strategies of
competitors or which nations are building up competences in a certain techno-
logical field of interest.

The reasoner can, in combination with SPARQL queries, which consider the
established semantic relations as well as the concepts of transitivity and sub-
sumption, deal with such business cases and provide answers to concrete ques-
tions. For example, the reasoner is able to derive institutes which are associated
with a university as well as their employees and therefore deduce the competence
range of the university based on the employees’ competence relationships.
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3 Validation

This section presents the research design and experimental results conducted
with the proposed framework using several general datasets as well as patent
datasets of interest within the automotive domain.

3.1 Research Design

The analysis framework is written in Java and extends the (semantic) processing
pipeline used by Ulmschneider and Glimm [14] with normalization-, unification-
, and competence-related components (see previous sections). The Knowledge
Graph (KG), which is constituted by RDF triples and its defining ontology
(OWL 2 RL profile), is prepopulated with several conceptual systems such as
competences,1 technological fields of interest, locations, and several patent clas-
sifications systems (IPC, CPC, USPC). All of them are hierarchically organized
and semantically interlinked. In order to evaluate the presented framework, mul-
tiple datasets are used. The preprocessing components are evaluated with the
following datasets:

– University names from the literature [10, 6]
– World universities (all university names of the world)
– Large companies with high impact (companies listed on major stock market

indices)
– Abstracts of scientific publications (KDDCup hep-th papers 1992-20032),

containing metadata such as titles, authors, affiliations, dates

Further, two multilingual patent datasets from two emerging technological fields
of interest, which are relevant for the automotive domain, are used for evaluat-
ing the overall competence recognition and analysis framework with regard to
business-related questions:

– Alternative Mobility Concepts (AMC)
• Electro Mobility (EM)
• Hydrogen Mobility (HM)

– Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The two integrated patent datasets contained more than 13,600 patents from
the areas of Artificial Intelligence (28.38%), Electro Mobility (41.08%) and Hy-
drogen Mobility (30.54%). Most patents were applied for in the United States
(51.4%), followed by Japan (25.35%), Germany (7.17%), and China (3.56%). All
other patents were filed in other countries (12.52%), whereas the distribution of
identified languages (textual content) was 71.13% (English), 16.01% (Japanese),
5.47% (German), 3.67% (Chinese), and 3.72% (other languages).

Note that all datasets are based on real-life data. The general datasets are
used as baseline to evaluate entity type detection, name normalization, and en-
tity unification whereas the integrated patent dataset is employed for detecting

1 Incorporates a domain-specific competence taxonomy combined with the ESCO on-
tology (European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations,
see http://ec.europa.eu/esco/ for more information)

2 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/kddcup/datasets.html

http://ec.europa.eu/esco/
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/kddcup/datasets.html
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and evaluating expertise for the technological fields of AMC and AI on multiple
dimensions. In order to analyze patents and align them with technological fields
of interest the above-mentioned extended semantic processing pipeline (SP) was
employed. Remember that the SP was enhanced by competence-specific com-
ponents. Based on assignments to technological fields of interest as well as as-
sociations from other derived features competence occupant profiles were then
semantically interlinked with actual competences.

As evaluation metrics accuracy A, which we define as the percentage of cor-
rect results Rc out of all non-null results Rw as well as coverage C, defined
as the percentage of non-null results to total results, are used. Hence, coverage
incorporates null results Rn as well.

A =
Rc

Rc + Rw
C =

Rc + Rw

Rc + Rw + Rn

Additionally, the success rate (SR = A × C), which indicates how likely the
framework succeeds to generate a correct result, as well as the F-measure (F1

score), which constitutes the harmonic mean of accuracy and coverage (F1 =
2×A×C/(A + C)), are calculated and measure the overall performance of the
respective processing steps.

3.2 Findings

The most important evaluation step constitutes the detection of individual and
collective competences and determining their correct type. Since, to the best of
our knowledge, no curated data is available for patents as a source of competence
allocation and the creation of such a dataset is very labor-intensive, this step is
evaluated with alternative datasets containing academic institution names, com-
pany names as well as person names. For academic institution names, a baseline
dataset containing UK universities as used in Liu et al. [10] and Jacob et al. [6]
is employed. Further, we extended this dataset with all other university names
of the world, resulting in almost 12,000 instances. Note that both datasets ex-
clusively include academic institution names. In order to evaluate the same with
business organizations, we employed a dataset containing around 600 companies
(i.e., their names) which are listed on major stock market indices. Table 4 lists
the evaluation results.

Dataset At Ct SRt F1t An1 Cn1 SRn1 F1n1 An2 Cn2 SRn2 F1n2

UK Universities 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
World Universities 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.78 0.99 0.77 0.87 0.85 0.99 0.84 0.91
Large Companies 1.00 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.93 0.90 0.95 1.00 0.93 0.93 0.96

A = Accuracy, C = Coverage, SR = Success Rate, F1 = F-measure, ( t) = type detection, (n1) =
name normalization (standard), (n2) = name normalization (considering all normalization stages)

Table 4: Evaluation Results

Overall, the performance was satisfying with regard to accuracy and cover-
age for the name type detection and the name normalization task. We further
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evaluated whether the type of organization was identified correctly. For both,
the UK and the World University dataset, the accuracy and coverage was close
to 100% with regard to the determination of their organization type (academic)
and structural level (e.g., institute, faculty, university). For business organiza-
tions the coverage of the organization type was slightly lower (91%) but also
with an accuracy reaching almost 100%. Only the accuracy of identified legal
forms was relatively low with 86%. After evaluating datasets containing collec-
tive competences we shifted our attention to single competences. Therefore, we
utilized the KDDCup dataset (scientific publications) and extracted the included
author information. After parsing, we received 62,664 person names and further
processed them to finally retrieve unambiguous 19,993 person names. We then
evaluated whether the framework is able to correctly assign the authors to their
respective type (individual) and achieved 89% accuracy. Additionally, more than
2,200 associated organizations could be derived from author affiliation strings.
Finally, we processed the integrated patent dataset and obtained 75,715 potential
competence owner mentions. After processing the patents with the framework,
48,046 name mentions were annotated as individuals and 22,103 as organiza-
tions. For 5,566 mentions the name type could not be determined. Among the
recognized organizations 20,625 were detected as business organizations and 858
as academic institutions, both with their respective kind (e.g., legal forms such
as ’incorporated’, academic types such as ’university’). For 620 organizations the
type could not be uniquely determined. Moreover, the conducted experiments
revealed that accurately determining entity types and profound name normali-
zation can increase the accuracy of unification tasks for more than 9%, which,
in consequence, improves the overall quality of the analyses to be conducted on
basis of the KG.

After integration of all processed profiles, we applied the reasoner on the
KG and studied several business cases (cf. Section 2). For example, we found
that Microsoft attempt to concentrate their core competences (including coop-
eration partners) regarding Artificial Intelligence in the US. Further, regarding
their patent strategy, they massively reduced patent applications in this area
beginning from 2009 which might be a weak signal that the company will focus
on other technologies (and competences) in the future. In contrast, Daimler in-
creased their efforts with regard to electric storage systems in the past view years
and protect their corresponding inventions globally, which can be interpreted as
that they are building up and protecting their (core) competences in this area
worldwide.

Summing up, the experiments revealed that considering metadata, such as
spatial, temporal, topical, or relational information as well as implementing self-
improvement mechanisms, can increase the accuracy of the overall gathered and
computationally represented innovation ecosystem. Further, the capability of an-
swering complex (business-related) queries on top of the KG makes the frame-
work a considerably powerful tool. However, it must be noted that the over-
all processing and, in particular, the entity unification process with pairwise
examinations is computationally extensive (i.e., the creation of the Knowledge
Graph). In contrast, the upstream name normalizer turned out to be inexpensive
and accurate. Nonetheless, we did not compare the results with (other) machine
learning approaches so far and leave this as a future task.
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4 Related Work

As illustrated in the previous sections, the presented competence analysis frame-
work is interdisciplinary and combines as well as enhances techniques from sev-
eral research areas. Therefore, related work is partitioned based on the funda-
mental components of the framework: Named Entity Detection and Name Nor-
malization, Named Entity Disambiguation and Unification, and competence-,
skill-, or expert- related analyses.

The task of entity name normalization and unification has been studied ex-
tensively. Solutions range from rule-based, dictionary-based, or string matching
techniques to machine learning and hybrid approaches based on several types
of data (e.g., (domain-specific) databases, websites) and application scenarios
(newspaper articles, genes, diseases, employers, job postings, academic institu-
tions) (e.g., see [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). Some combine Named Entity Recognition
(NER) with ENN, but few consider multilinguality, temporal aspects, or (hi-
erarchical) dependencies (e.g., institute vs. university, Germany vs. Europe).
Most approaches, however, have in common, that important information, such
as metadata and relationships, are neglected. Many authors examine the problem
of normalization and disambiguation as one single, isolated task (e.g., norma-
lized strings vs. objects with extracted and normalized meta information and
their relations with each other). Moreover, the differentation between structural
(competence) levels and the obligatory process to use the gathered information
with regard to higher level associations, including respective (business-related)
analyses, receives almost no attention. In contrast, this work shifts the document-
centric view (e.g., search engines, cross-document person name normalization) to
the actual (multiple types of) entity mentions within documents, their inline ref-
erences and cross-references among artifacts, which are, altogether, transformed
into a respective graph-based representation.

Studies dealing with competences have several purposes. Some focus on cre-
ating a thesaurus or taxonomy, e.g., to improve search engines. Others create
visualizations (e.g., competence maps), mostly based on quantitative techniques
and for different purposes (e.g., see [2, 11]). For example, Moehrle et al. [11]
create inventor competence maps from patents with focus to HR management
and Barirani et al. [2] create competence maps based on patent citations to as-
sess national and firm-level competences. They are able to identify and locate
the largest invention communities in a given technological discipline. However,
the approach requires patent citations as a prerequisite. While graphical pre-
sentations allow for deriving insights with regard to the big picture (e.g., to
understand interdependencies on higher levels), concrete (qualitative) questions
cannot be answered based on the underlying data (e.g., with regard to specific
competences, competence occupant interactions, or competence developments).
Zhao et al. [16] propose a system to recognize and normalize professional skills
from resumés and matching them with a taxonomy created from Wikipedia
categories and resumé sections. However, exact matches between taxonomy en-
tries and extracted skills from textual content are required. Ronda-Pupo and
Guerras-Mart́ın [12] analyze collaboration correlations by measuring scientific
output and impact of institutions in the academic community by employing
graph-based metrics (degree centrality) to derive insights about an institution’s
relevance within a collaboration network in the discipline of management.
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5 Summary and Outlook

Continuous change and the requirement to diversify from others to remain com-
petitive requires highly qualified specialists who possess cutting-edge intellectual
capital and who are capable of transforming ideas, technological know-how, and
constraining specifications into business value. However, accurately identifying
and allocating such expertise is a challenging exercise.

Hence, this paper presents an integrated framework to detect competence
occupants in publications such as patents, and to represent them, along with the
actual publications, conceptual systems and other business-related artifacts, as a
semantic graph (KG). The resulting KG allows for their topical, structural, and
spatial analysis and supports inferences on multiple dimensions while considering
individual as well as several collective competence levels.

Accordingly, the pro-active exploitation and management of competences
can be achieved for multiple application scenarios and HR managers, procure-
ment managers, technical engineers, innovation managers, patent analysts, re-
searchers, existing think thanks, or business analysts are capable of utilizing
competence intelligence according to their specific needs.

Controlled experiments with multilingual patents on emerging technological
disciplines, which are emphasized along with real-world application scenarios
and business cases from the automotive domain, demonstrate the feasibility of
extracting, processing, and analyzing expertise on multiple dimensions. In par-
ticular, we have shown how to identify individuals and organizations referenced
in (scientific) publications (e.g., patents) and how to map them with indicators
of expertise (e.g., related topical information) on multiple aggregation levels.

The conducted controlled experiments emphasize that the illustrated im-
proved processing techniques can indeed increase the accuracy of identification
and disambiguation of competence occupants and their alignment with other
entities on individual and organizational level. Moreover, the implemented tech-
niques allow for accurately determining the type of collective competence occu-
pants (e.g., academic institution, business organization) and their structural level
(e.g., institute vs. university). Hence, additional implicit competence informa-
tion can be deduced using a reasoner which is capable of analyzing the structure
and pathways (e.g., by traversing the KG) as well as higher level associations
based on the semantic graph-based representation.

With this work we demonstrate how to detect, normalize, unify, aggregate,
and interrelate competences in a structured and analyzable form. In order to
enhance the proposed framework and add additional value, we will integrate
further complementary types of relevant (business) artifacts (e.g., technology fact
sheets, invention reports) to the KG and extend the KG with further semantics.

Altogether, the framework and its analysis pipeline will be further developed
and enhanced with focus on integrated interlinked views on competences and
complementary entities as well as their (latent) interdependencies targeting a
broader view and allowing additional predictive features based on the repre-
sentation of the gathered innovation ecosystem (e.g., competence requirement
foresight, (competitor) competence activity predictions).
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